
S = Setting – Often an American city, 

lots of crime, hero has secret hide 

out/HQ 

T = Themes – Public (good vs evil) or 

private (relationships & responsibilities)? 

C = Characters – Propp character types 

– Princess, hero, villain 

P = Props – Gadgets, iconic superhero 

weapon or suit 

N = Narrative – Good vs evil - Todorov 

S = Style – link to comics, similar style to 

action films (fast pace) 

How to get an A/A* in GCSE Film Studies 

 

 

 

Paper 1 - Superheroes 

 

Q1 – analysis of extract seen in the exam 

 

Steps for success: 

 Identify the micro feature 

 Explain the relevance of the micro feature 

 Combine with another feature to examine how the audience 

     would respond (e.g. tension, excitement etc) 

 

 

Terms to use in analysis: 

Mise en scene 

Sound (diegetic or non-diegetic) 

Cinematography 

Lighting 

Editing 

Connotes 

 

Q2 – conventions relating to another Superhero film 

 

Steps for success: 

 Identify one convention from the extract you have been shown 

 Relate this to another superhero film 

 Explain why this convention is used 

 

 

 

Tips: 

Superman’s 

Tights 

Can 

Produce 

Nasty 

Smells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Q3 – Marketing 

 
10 marks - Excellent detailed explanation. Written communication is in appropriate style and 

meaning is clearly expressed. Appropriate terminology is used accurately. 

 

 If referring to the resource material, the discussion of individual aspects of the 

resource materials (or others) needs to relate to their interest and market appeal to 

an audience or target audiences.  

 

 The exam board are looking for some appreciation of how posters work as marketing 

/ promotional tools i.e. generating and/or increasing ticket sales and/or interest.  

 

 Explanations should consider each aspect individually not just rely on a generic 

‘attract attention’ response.  

 

 Sophisticated answers (upper end of ‘good’ or ‘excellent’) may discuss the differing 

functions of a teaser/main poster.  

 

 Answers may show an appreciation of how posters work as part of a coherent 

campaign of a multitude of poster formats and other promotional items.  

 

 Above all the focus should be on the marketing function of posters (and not rely on 

textual analysis of posters). 

 

 

 

Q4 – Creative Task 

 
 As in the past, the better answers to this question will be informed by knowledge of 

both the chosen format (posters) and genre conventions.  

 

 Annotation is explanation not just labelling. The annotation is an opportunity for 

students to clarify their intent and meaning in securing the marks.  

 

 Even in high quality designs, a lack of annotation may limit marks to 4 or 5 out of 8, 

although it is expected that in the best answers annotation will be present. 

 

 The question is an attempt to assess how the candidate can use creatively what they 

have learned and examiners should exercise their judgement of this. 

 

If you get a question about a free gift….. 

 Better answers will again demonstrate ‘ideas and creativity in suggesting a relevant 

‘freebie’; good ideas should receive credit. This should be balanced to some degree 

by cost considerations, so for example giving away DVDs may well swell attendance 

but would not be cost effective so should not be awarded full marks. The better 

answers will consider in some way the link between the free gift and targeting 

audiences, which could range from pre-existing fans to those completely new to the 

genre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Paper 2 - Tsotsi  
 

 A focus on connotation and detailed examples from the film to support your points. 

 

 PEEL paragraphs for questions worth more than 2 marks. 

 

You can expect to be asked about: 
1 The setting of the film. (where it is set, how the setting is represented to us and 

what the film says about the setting - it is therefore a good idea to have at least 

some knowledge of that setting, in the case of this film, South African cities and 

townships) 

2 The key issues within the film. (there are many in the film including inequality, 

brotherhood & loyalty, redemption, AIDS and violence) 

3 The main characters in the film. (you are likely to be asked to pick one or two and 

consider how they are represented and their main characteristics) 

4 The narrative and how it unfolds. (you may wish to approach this from a structural 

point of view whereby you look at equilibrium and how it is first disrupted and then 

resorted and by looking at sub-plots) 

5 How people, places and the key issues are represented in the film. (and how these 

representations are created through the use of film language such as editing, 

camerawork, lighting, mise-en-scene and sound). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


